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Status
Open

Subject
All upgrade from 3.x to 4.x denies all permissions to admin

Version
5.x

Category
Error
Regression

Feature
User Files
Permission

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
Bernard TREMBLAY

Lastmod by
Bernard TREMBLAY

Rating
(0)

Description
Hello,

Relating to id2936 id2950 and another id lost (mine but when the author was not set always into
track id data's.

It remains impossible to an admin to changed quite anything depending of admin (can create wiki,
articles) but not to end any admin task.

The action as, change a user prefs etc, disconnect admin and send the ERROR Connect page access
not allowed so the corresponding sites are dead sites.

An installation of 3.3 or upgrade to 3.6 must be done again from database backup.

The problem is that if users has been connected between the upgrade and the necessity for admin to
make some changes (I have made...) I had to manually add articles and wiki pages from sql.

We must admit that upgrade from 3.x to 3.x is impossible in some cases unknown, not yet found

I test today if an upgrade 4.2->4.3 had an effect but none.
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Importance
9 high

Priority

https://dev.tiki.org/item3483-All-upgrade-from-3-x-to-4-x-denies-all-permissions-to-admin
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Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
Please demonstrate your bug on show.tikiwiki.org
Version:  Create show.tikiwiki.org instance18.x ▼

Ticket ID
3483

Created
Friday 09 July, 2010 23:22:01 GMT-0000
by Bernard TREMBLAY

LastModif
Friday 09 July, 2010 23:22:01 GMT-0000

Comments

Bernard TREMBLAY 09 Jul 10 23:30 GMT-0000

I have checked and tested all solutions proposed by sylvieg and marclaporte.
The datas are OK but the problem remains for me till december and for the moment 5.0 could not
accept the datas 3.3->4.2->5.0. The sites are in a suffered lethargy and cut off publishing and
referencing.

Xavier de Pedro 10 Jul 10 19:36 GMT-0000

Isn't there a warning (since this is a known issue under some cases) when you perform the upgrade
from 3.x through tiki-install.php?

I'm confused...

eddiem.com 24 Jul 10 01:48 GMT-0000

I tried the 4.1 to 4.3 upgrade and no change.
Admin still can't do anything.

Bernard TREMBLAY 26 Jul 10 11:38 GMT-0000

hello,

https://dev.tiki.org/user9794
https://dev.tiki.org/user9794
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I found a solution to upgrade (with a manually pre-treatment of data) and make available 3.x or 4.x with
5.0.

Note :As I have not described this solution on any tracker, neither verified if the last updated version
provides the solution (discussed on chat two weeks ago, I can't give here the full answer;

The result of a very simply treatment is not completely tested but after a common use during more than
ten hours I had not any default.
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Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
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